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Abstract: The role of aerosolized SARS-CoV-2 viruses in airborne transmission of COVID-19 has
been debated. The aerosols are transmitted through breathing and vocalization by infectious subjects.
Some authors state that this represents the dominant route of spreading, while others dismiss
the option. Here we present an adjustable algorithm to estimate the infection risk for different
indoor environments, constrained by published data of human aerosol emissions, SARS-CoV-2 viral
loads, infective dose and other parameters. We evaluate typical indoor settings such as an office,
a classroom, choir practice, and a reception/party. Our results suggest that aerosols from highly
infective subjects can effectively transmit COVID-19 in indoor environments. This “highly infective”
category represents approximately 20% of the patients who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. We find
that “super infective” subjects, representing the top 5–10% of subjects with a positive test, plus an
unknown fraction of less—but still highly infective, high aerosol-emitting subjects—may cause
COVID-19 clusters (>10 infections). In general, active room ventilation and the ubiquitous wearing
of face masks (i.e., by all subjects) may reduce the individual infection risk by a factor of five to
ten, similar to high-volume, high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtering. A particularly effective
mitigation measure is the use of high-quality masks, which can drastically reduce the indoor infection
risk through aerosols.

Keywords: COVID-19; infection risk; SARS-CoV-2 virus; airborne transmission; aerosol particles;
indoor environment

1. Introduction

There is growing evidence that the spreading of coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 through aerosols,
(i.e., small airborne particles and microdroplets in the size range up to 5 µm in diameter), is a significant
transmission pathway of COVID-19 [1]. Case studies worldwide indicate that SARS-CoV-2 has
viable survival rates in the air and it remains airborne for an extended period of several hours [2].
The European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) states that COVID-19 is mainly
transmitted via SARS-CoV-2 virus-containing respiratory droplets (i.e., larger than 5 µm in diameter),
while aerosols are implicated in transmission, but the relative roles of droplets and aerosols remain
unclear [3]. Further, the ECDC underscores the high viral load in subjects close to symptom onset,
suggesting that COVID-19 patients are relatively contagious at an early stage of infection. Findings for
both SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 point to superspreading of aerosols as an important factor in the
indoor disease transmission [4–6]. This is consistent with the nearly 20 times higher likelihood of indoor
compared to outdoor disease spreading [6]. Many studies on the spread of viruses, including respiratory
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syncytial virus (RSV), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and influenza,
corroborate that viable viruses in aerosols are emitted by infected subjects, and have been detected in
their environment. From this, it may be concluded that people inhale the aerosolized viruses which
result in infection and disease [7].

Zhang and colleagues pose that airborne transmission is highly virulent and represents the
dominant route in the spreading of COVID-19 [8]. They find that the wearing of face masks
has been a critical aspect in the outcome of COVID-19 trends in three main areas affected by the
pandemic (Wuhan, Italy, New York). Other measures, such as social distancing, appeared to have
been insufficient, suggesting an important role of aerosols as they disperse over relatively large
distances. Schools represent an environment of special interest with compulsory attendance, and their
closure can be societally disruptive. Nonetheless, schools have been closed, which has helped
reduce the disease incidence and mortality, especially in the early stages of COVID-19 outbreaks [9].
SARS-CoV-2 viral loads in infected children appear to be similar to those in adults [10,11]. On the
other hand, the incidence of COVID-19 under children may be less than among adults [11–14].
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 between children in schools was predicted to be less efficient than
influenza, leading to the conclusion that school closures may prevent only a small percentage (<5%) of
COVID-19 deaths [15]. Furthermore, it was indicated that by demonstrating aerosol generation by
speaking and coughing, or by recovering viral RNA from the air, the aerosol-based transmission is
not proven—infection also depends on the route and duration of exposure, the infection dose and
host defenses [16]. These authors also argue that infection rates and transmission during daily life are
difficult to reconcile with aerosol-based transmission.

Apparently, the role of aerosols in the spreading of SARS-CoV-2 is controversial. Here we present
a simple, transparent and easily adjustable spreadsheet algorithm to estimate the indoor infection
risk from aerosolized viruses, based on adjustable parameters such as room size, number of exposed
subjects, inhalation volume, and aerosol production from breathing and vocalization. We apply it
to study the role of aerosol transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in indoor locations, based on assumptions
about the viral load and infection dose, for example, constrained by data from the literature. We focus
on aerosol transmission, hence implicitly assuming that contact infection by larger droplets is either
minimal (e.g., through social distancing and hygienic measures), or that these transmission routes
should also be considered. Our approach aims to provide insight into the effectiveness of mitigation
measures against indoor COVID-19 infection through aerosols.

2. Materials and Methods

To estimate the COVID-19 infection risk from airborne transmission, we developed a spreadsheet
model that includes a number of modifiable environmental factors that represent relevant physiological
parameters and environmental conditions. The model can be found in the Supplementary Materials,
and is also available as a user-friendly, online calculation tool, for which the parameters are listed in
Table 1. The standard setting represents a case for a 60 m2 large and 3 m high room with 24 susceptible
subjects (i.e., a total of 25 subjects), representing a classroom where one pupil is infectious for two
days, being present during six hours per day. For simplicity, all subjects are assumed to be equal in
terms of breathing, speaking and susceptibility to infection. The two-day period represents that of
highest infectiousness of the index subject, after which she/he is assumed to either develop symptoms
and stay at home or become substantially less infectious. The spreadsheet parameters can be easily
adjusted to account for different environmental conditions and activities. In addition to the classroom
setting, we consider three common types of environment, as indicated in Table 2. To study the impact
of measures that can mitigate infection risks, we consider five scenarios (Table 3). In the next section
we evaluate the recent literature to underpin the parameter settings and ranges. We emphasize
that continued progress in scientific understanding of COVID-19 may require future adjustments of
assumptions and parameter settings.
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Table 1. Model parameters and ranges applied to compute infection risk. Standard setting refers to a
classroom (indoor environment nr. 2 in Table 2). The spreadsheet is available in the Supplementary
Material and additionally online: https://www.mpic.de/4747065/risk-calculation.

Parameters Standard Range Units

Infectious episode (exposure) 2 0.08–5 Days
Wet aerosol diameter 5 2–10 µm

Virus lifetime in aerosol 1.7 0.6–2.6 Hours
Concentration from breathing 0.1 0.06–1.0 cm−3

Concentration from speaking (singing) 1.1 0.06–6.0 cm−3

Speaking/breathing ratio 0.10 0–1 -
Respiratory rate 10 5–20 L/min

Viral load “highly infectious” 5 × 108 108–109 RNA
Copies/cm3

Viral load “super infectious” 5 × 109 109–1010 RNA
copies/cm3

Deposition probability in lungs 0.5 0.2–0.8 -
Infective dose (D50) 316 100–1000 RNA copies

Room area 60 40–100 m2

Room height 3 3–4 m
Subjects in room 25 4–100 Persons

Passive ventilation rate 0.35 0–1 Hour−1

Active ventilation rate (with outside air) 2 2–9 Hour−1

Face mask filter efficiency from inhalation plus exhalation 0.7 0–0.95 -

Table 2. Example indoor environments with one index subject present.

Indoor Environment Room Size (m2) Room Height (m) Subjects Present Exposure Duration (Hours)

1. Office 40 3 4 16
2. Classroom 60 3 25 12

3. Choir practice 100 4 25 3
4. Reception 100 4 100 3

Table 3. Scenarios of mitigation measures. VR is ventilation rate with outside air, or by high-volume
HEPA filtering (last column).

Scenario VR 0.35
hr−1

VR 2
hr−1

Masks, 70%
Efficiency

Masks, 95%
Efficiency

High-Vol VR 9
hr−1

A. Standard (passive ventilation) +
B. Active ventilation +

C. Active ventilation + medium efficient masks + +
D. Active ventilation + highly efficient masks + +

E. High-volume air filtration with HEPA +

In the standard case for a room with closed windows, we assume a passive indoor air volume
exchange rate of 0.35 hr−1 [17]. If active blow ventilation with outside air is applied for short periods
every hour, the rate increases to 2 hr−1, while the application of one or more high-volume purifying
devices with High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters can reduce the aerosol concentration
according to an equivalent exchange rate of 9 hr−1. Obviously, the exchange rates can vary depending
on the capacity of devices. We emphasize that the conditions presented here exemplify a few prominent
cases, and the effectiveness of the mitigation measures are illustrations. By modifying the parameter
settings in the spreadsheet, a range of conditions, settings and mitigation measures can be simulated.
For example, a respiration rate of 10 L/min (Table 1) is representative for a person between being at rest
and performing light activity, whereas calculations for exercising subjects in a fitness center would have
to scale this up by a factor of three to five. Further, children respire a smaller volume of air than adults
but at a higher frequency. Finally, we assume rapid mixing of the air in the rooms (within minutes)
considering the turbulent atmosphere with localized human heat sources and movement, but it imposes
the restriction of room sizes up to about 100 m2. Although our spreadsheet algorithm is simple,
it represents the available scientific knowledge of aerosol transmission, and shows how different
conditions, parameters and precautionary measures can influence SARS-CoV-2 infection.

https://www.mpic.de/4747065/risk-calculation
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3. Parameter Constraints

3.1. Particle Size

Humans produce infectious aerosols in a wide range of particle sizes, but viruses and other
pathogens are predominately found in small particles, which are immediately respirable by individuals
who are exposed [18]. Speech and coughing generate distinct aerosol and droplet size modes at
median diameters of around 1 µm and 2 µm, and also relatively large ones of >100 µm. The modes are
associated with three processes: one occurring deeply in the lower respiratory tract, another in the
region of the larynx and a third in the upper respiratory tract including the oral cavity [19]. The first
contains the respiratory droplets produced during normal breathing. The second, the laryngeal mode,
is most active during vocalization and coughing. The third, the oral cavity mode, is active during speech
and coughing [19]. Research on seasonal influenza transmission showed that sneezing and coughing
are relatively unimportant infection pathways and are not needed to explain virus aerosolization
because of their relatively low frequency of occurrence [20]. Therefore, we disregarded coughing and
sneezing as sources of infectious particles, which we also chose to do because symptomatic subjects
should not appear in public buildings.

Typically, 80% to 90% of particles from breathing and speaking have a diameter around 1 µm,
defined as aerosol particles (i.e., shortly after their emission as respiratory droplets, which dry in
the environment). Upon emission from the human respiratory system at a relative humidity (RH)
close to 100%, the particles are initially wet and relatively large, but in ambient air, at reduced RH,
they rapidly dehydrate and transform into more or less dry aerosols. Aerosol particles of about 1 µm
diameter evaporate in milliseconds, small droplets of 10 µm in less than a second, while relatively
large droplets, with diameters >100 µm, can survive for almost a minute and fall to the ground before
they evaporate [21–23]. The number, size and volume of the droplets emitted according to the level
of vocalization, plus the viral SARS-CoV-2 load, determine the flux of viruses into the environment.
The viral load in the aerosols may be equal or higher than in the larger droplets [18]. Based on observed
number and volume size distributions of respiratory droplets emitted during breathing and speaking
and the size dependence of viral load, we assume that the emitted droplets initially have an effective
average diameter of 5 µm, quickly shrinking to aerosol particles (around 1 µm) in ambient air [18,19].

3.2. Particle Emissions and Vocalization

The concentrations of particles (microdroplets) produced from human speech can range from
0.1–3 cm−3 depending on loudness [21]. Morawska and colleagues report a particle production
of about 0.1–1.1 cm−3 for the range between breathing and sustained vocalization [24]. Singing is
a particularly strong aerosol source and can emit two orders of magnitude more aerosol particles
than breathing. At the quietest volume, neither singing nor speaking are significantly different from
breathing [25]. Note that the unit cm-3 needs to be related to the volume respiration rate to obtain
the emission flux. Some individuals are super emitters, producing aerosol particles at an order
of magnitude higher rate than others, although the mechanism is unknown [26]. Aerosol super
emitters are not very common and could be symptomatic or not. If such an infected person is
engaged in loud speaking or singing, the formation of droplets and aerosols, and thus viral emissions,
can increase by orders of magnitude, which may explain the occasional superspreading events in
crowded situations [21,24,26–28]. Considering the reported ranges of particle size distributions and
emission rates, and an effective mean diameter of approximately 5 µm as outlined above, we adopt
characteristic particle number concentrations of 0.06 cm−3 for breathing, 0.6 cm−3 for speaking,
and 6 cm-3 for singing [18,19,21,24,26,27].

3.3. Viral Load

The viral load of emissions from symptomatic and asymptomatic cases has not yet been directly
determined, and information on the number of SARS-CoV-2 copies in the air is scarce. The working
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hypothesis is that the respiratory aerosols/droplets emitted by infected persons have the same
viral load as that found in fluids within the airways that generate these aerosols/droplets [18,29].
The median incubation period of COVID-19 is about 5 days [30]. It is particularly relevant to focus on
pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic transmission, as individuals with symptoms are expected to stay
at home. Both have been observed, and transmission can occur 1–3 days before the development of
symptoms, which may cause about half of the infections [31], which is corroborated by the ECDC [3].

Recent analysis shows that less symptomatic patients have a relatively high SARS-CoV-2 shedding
risk [32]. From a literature review, it was concluded that the average fraction of SARS-CoV-2 infections
that remain asymptomatic is about 20% (95% confidence interval is 17–25%) [33]. These significant
fractions of infections from pre- and asymptomatic index cases provide extra motivation for
mitigation measures.

The typical range of RNA copies in specimens from the throat and sputum of COVID-19 patients
is 104–1011 mL−1 [34–38]. The viral load has been found to increase with advanced age and with the
severity of COVID-19 outcomes [37,38]. German and Swiss teams, taken together, collected around
80,000 specimens, of which 10–20% were positive in RT-PCR tests, respectively [11,12]. It appeared that
the viral loads did not differ between age categories, but young subjects (especially under ten years)
tested positive less frequently. This may be due to less frequent diagnoses among children, which is
associated with the absence of symptoms or only mild symptoms [11]. Infectiousness was found to be
highest around the onset of symptoms [11,12,36–38].

Here we focus on the phase when subjects are particularly infectious and find that this represents
a fraction of about one-fifth of the positive-tested patients, during which they have a mean viral load
of about 5 × 108 mL−1 (i.e., within the range 108–109 mL−1). This range occurred somewhat more
frequently in the Swiss compared to the German data. We use this mean estimate to define the category
“highly infectious”. Between 5–10% of positive-tested subjects actually had a higher mean viral load of
about 5 × 109 mL−1, which is adopted for the category “super infectious” (i.e., more than 109 mL−1).
The latter category occurred more frequently in the German compared to the Swiss data, which may
be due to the predominant testing of throat swaps specimens in the former and a large fraction of
nasal swaps in the latter. We note that these values may need to be adjusted subject to ongoing
studies. The corresponding input parameters can be easily replaced in the spreadsheet algorithm,
but such changes are not expected to alter the conclusions about the effectiveness of the investigated
precautionary measures (e.g., ventilation and face masks).

3.4. Virus Lifetime in Aerosol

Reports of so-called superspreader events corroborate that aerosols can play a role in SARS-CoV-2
transmission, because many infected persons were well away (>1.5 m) from the index subject. For
example, during choir rehearsal, a single person could infect most group members [39,40]. The emission
was amplified by the singing. In indoor air, SARS-CoV-2 is able to remain viable for at least three
hours post-aerosolization, similarly to SARS-CoV-1 [41]. The half-life of the SARS-CoV-2 virus on
aerosols is about 1.1–1.2 h within a range of 0.2–3 h [41,42]. For MERS-CoV a similar airborne survival
period was found, which declined in hot and dry air conditions [43]. From studies of “surrogate” RNA
viruses, assuming analogous behavior of SARS-CoV-2, it seems that virus survival in the air increases
with decreasing temperature and relative humidity [44]. This could be an issue in regions with cold
and dry winter conditions, as ventilating with outside air will decrease both the temperature and
relative humidity in the room, thus reducing the virus concentrations but increasing their lifetime.
Humidity can also affect the size and lifetime of the aerosol particles [45]. Spena et al. [46] have
derived the optimal range of temperature and relative humidity for virus deactivation to be within
approximately 20–25 ◦C and 90–60%, respectively, which are close to those that are typical for human
comfort. Here we adopt the half-life measured by van Doremalen and colleagues, resulting in a lifetime
(e-folding time) of 1.7 h [41].
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3.5. Particle Deposition Probability

If a safe distance of about 1.5 m is met, most of the large droplets emitted by infected subjects
will settle gravitationally and tend to not reach recipients (except for coughing and sneezing) [47].
However, aerosolized viruses remain airborne, and their inhalation leads to effective uptake in the nasal
fossa, pharynx and larynx, trachea and lungs [48]. After being inhaled, particles of >20 µm diameter
are predominantly deposited in the upper respiratory tract, while more than 90% of the fine aerosol
particles with a diameter smaller than 2.5 µm can penetrate deeply into the lungs [48–50]. By simulating
inhalation and associated turbulent air motions in the respiratory system, it was estimated that 100 µm
particles deposit in the nasal fossa, while 15 µm particles have a 62% probability of reaching the lungs;
for 1 µm particles, this was estimated at 94% [48,49]. Since most viruses are contained in small particles,
it may be assumed that they penetrate deeply and, when retained, have the potential to cause infection
in the lungs.

Measurements and model simulations of particle deposition within the respiratory system indicate
that for 1 µm particles the deposited fraction is relatively low, about 0.2 [51,52]. However, this applies
to hydrophobic particles studied in laboratory settings. Since the SARS-CoV-2 containing particles are
hydrophilic and the relative humidity in the respiratory tract is close to 100%, it is important to account
for the aerosol hygroscopic growth, which increases the inertia and sedimentation of the particles,
hence a deposition probability of 0.5 was found to be more realistic [53,54]. This was corroborated by
measurements of ambient particle deposition in human subjects [55]. It should be mentioned that cells
in the conducting zone may be particularly vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2 attack (increased expression of
ACE2 receptors), hence in this respect the larger aerosol particles and droplets, which penetrate less
deeply, could be particularly significant [56,57].

3.6. Face Mask Efficiency

Many studies have reported that facial masks substantially reduce the infection risk, which applies
to disposable surgical masks as well as reusable cloth masks [58–64]. When worn as designed,
surgical and cloth masks can have filtration efficiencies of 53–75% and 28–90%, respectively [65].
Mask wearing works in two ways, by preventing infected subjects from spreading droplets and aerosols,
and by limiting exposure through inhalation. Further, homemade masks with multiple fabric layers can
also effectively reduce droplet dispersal [66]. Drewnick and colleagues investigated many materials,
and measured a large range of filtration efficiencies, from about 10% to 100% [67]. Materials with small
leak areas (e.g., 1–2%), were shown to have substantially reduced efficiency. By stacking a number of
fabric layers, homemade masks appeared to achieve good filtration efficiencies of about 50–80% for
0.5–10 µm particles, and 30–60% for 30–250 nm particles. These results agree with previous studies
and confirm that surgical masks are generally more efficient than homemade cloth products [68,69].

The filtering efficiency of medical and non-medical masks is typically exceeded by N95 (filter 95%
of the particles), FFP2 (filter ≥94%) and FFP3 (≥99%) respirators, which are recommended for
health-care workers [63,67]. The universal, public wearing of masks (not respirators) by at least 80% of
the population was shown to be particularly effective in reducing the spreading of COVID-19 [70].
The effectiveness of using face masks by the general population obviously increases with their filter
efficiency, but even if it is low, the benefits are apparent [64]. By studying policies and outcomes in
different countries, Kai and colleagues [70] found a strong correlation between mask wearing and both
daily and peak growth reduction of COVID-19, with successful application in countries such as China,
South Korea and Japan, where this practice is ubiquitous.

For our purposes, we assume an inhalation filtering efficiency of about 30%, and a reduction in
droplet and aerosol emissions of about 60%. This yields a total risk reduction of about 70% when
all subjects in the room are compliant, in accordance with the significant face mask efficacy derived
by Cheng and colleagues [18]. Different values can be easily tested with our algorithm, and we also
consider a scenario with 95% efficiency (i.e., of a high-quality mask (Table 3)). Note that the ubiquitous
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wearing of respirators (e.g., N95 or FFP2), which very efficiently limit the inhalation and exhalation of
particles, would decrease the infection risk even more strongly by more than 99%.

3.7. Infective Dose D50

The number of viral copies that are needed to cause an infection can vary, for example depending on
host defenses. It is expressed as D50, being the mean dose that causes an infection in 50% of susceptible
subjects. The D50 is not well known for COVID-19, and we have to rely on indirect information,
notably because human volunteers would be needed to obtain this information. By applying a
dose-response model for SARS-CoV-1, based on animal studies, a D50 of 280 viral copies was derived
(and a D10 of 43 copies), which is similar to that for the common cold and animal coronaviruses [71].
Another study mentioned that the D50 for Influenza-A is 790 viral copies, but that its infectiousness is
much lower than of SARS-CoV-2 [72]. By employing the SARS-CoV-1 model to a disease outbreak in
Hong Kong, a D50 between 16 and 160 viruses per person was back-calculated [71]. A review of data
and comparisons with SARS-CoV-1 and MERS concluded that the D50 for SARS-CoV-2 in humans is
less than 1000 viral copies, but slightly higher than what has been estimated for SARS-CoV-1 [73].

Here we assume that D50 is in the range of 100–1000, and by taking the geometric mean, we arrive
at D50 = 316 viral copies. This corresponds to a virus titer of about 220 plaque forming units
(PFU'0.7·D50, with PFU being a measure of concentration in virology) [73]. This means that the
infection risk of a single viral RNA copy is:

PRNA(%) = 1− 10
log10(0.5)

D50 × 100 = 0.22%. (1)

The infection risk of an individual person in the room follows from:

Ri(%) =
[
1− (1− PRNA)

Depisode
]
× 100, (2)

in which Depisode represents the number of viral copies inhaled and deposited in the airways. The risk
of one of the persons in the room being infected is:

R(%) =
[
1− (1− PRNA)

(Depisode·n)
]
× 100, (3)

where n is the number of susceptible subjects in the room. Note that the number of inhaled viral copies
follows a Poisson distribution, but because viruses are considered to have independent and identical
infectivity, the calculated infection probability is the same regardless of whether a Poisson distribution
is considered or not.

4. Results

In our assessment of indoor infection risks and the effectiveness of mitigation measures, we consider
a single infected person (index case) present within the group in each of the four investigated example
environments. This person is likely to be pre-symptomatic (typically 1–3 days), as the highest viral
load mostly occurs around the onset of symptoms, after which the patient is expected to stay at home.
Alternatively, the index subject can be asymptomatic, which happens in about 20% of cases, although it
is not certain whether such individuals are equally infectious. Figure 1, and Tables 4 and 5 present
the risk assessment for standard conditions (highly infectious index case) and superspreader events,
respectively. For the latter we assume that either the viral load is a factor of ten higher than for the
highly infectious index subject (thus being super infectious) or the person is a super aerosol-emitter.
It is theoretically possible that both occur in the same person, but the incidence of such cases is probably
very low, hence we disregard this option.
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Figure 1. Individual risk of a particular person being infected (equivalent to the percentage of the
group being infected) in four indoor environments and five scenarios, for standard and superspreading
conditions. Scenario A: passive ventilation, no masks. Scenario B: active ventilation with outside air,
no masks. Scenario C: active ventilation, facial masks (not for choir). Scenario D: active ventilation,
high-quality masks (not for choir). Scenario E: high-volume filtration with HEPA.

4.1. Office Environment

Here we assume the presence of four subjects, one being highly infectious for two days
(eight hours/day). Under scenario A (only passive ventilation), the risk that one of the others
becomes infected is 47%, and the individual infection risk is 19%. Active ventilation with outside air
(B) reduces these risks by a factor of 2 to 2.5, and by additionally wearing face masks (C) the risks
are reduced by a factor of 7 to 8 (Table 4). A similar risk reduction (factor of 8 to 9) is achieved by
applying high-volume HEPA filtering (E). The wearing of high-quality masks (D) leads to the largest
risk reduction by more than a factor of 40 (i.e., that one of the others becomes infected). In the case of a
superspreader event, two to three colleagues would likely be infected, which could be reduced to one
to two by active ventilation (B). An overall reduction of the individual risk by a factor of 4 to 5 could be
achieved by additionally wearing masks or by high-volume HEPA ventilation (C, E). The individual
risk could be reduced by a factor of 25 by wearing high-quality masks (D). Although these conditions
refer to an office environment, the risk reduction achieved by active ventilation and wearing masks
also applies to other environments with similar dimensions and numbers of subjects, for example a
hospital ward or a room in a nursing home.
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Table 4. COVID-19 infection risk in four example environments for five scenarios. Unit: percent per
episode. The individual risk is that of a particular person being infected and the group risk refers to
that of at least one person in the group.

Environment
Scenario A

VR 0.35
hr−1

Scenario B
VR 2
hr−1

Scenario C
Masks, 70%
Efficiency

Scenario D
Masks, 95%
Efficiency

Scenario E
High-Vol VR

9 hr−1

1.1. Office
individual risk 19 7.3 2.3 0.4 2.0

1.2. Office
group risk 47 20 6.6 1.1 6.0

2.1. Classroom
individual risk (>10 years) 10 3.7 1.1 0.2 1.0

2.2. Classroom
group risk (>10 years) 92 60 24 4.5 22

2.3. Classroom
individual risk (≤10 years) 1.0 0.4 0.1 0 0.1

2.4. Classroom
group risk (≤10 years) 22 8.7 2.7 0.5 2.4

3.1. Choir practice
individual risk 30 12 - - 3.5

3.2. Choir practice
group risk 100 96 - - 57

4.1. Reception
individual risk 4.3 1.6 0.5 0.1 0.4

4.2. Reception
group risk 99 80 38 7.6 35

4.3. Party
individual risk 28 11 3.5 0.6 3.2

4.4. Party
group risk 100 100 97 45 96

4.2. Classroom Environment

We putatively distinguish the young (children under ten years) from the older pupils, because the
young ones may potentially be less infective (or less often infective), for which we assume a reduced viral
load by a factor of ten. Our results in Table 4 show that the risk of COVID-19 from a reduced-infective
subject in this youngest group is about 22% (scenario A), while the individual risk is about 1%. For the
older pupils with a highly infective index subject this is 92% and 10%, respectively. Ventilating with
outside air is helpful, as it reduces the individual aerosol infection risk for the ones under ten to a
very low fraction (i.e., well under a percent) assuming that these children are present during two days
(six hours/day), and perhaps even less as the daily time in the classroom could be shorter than six hours.
For the older children, active ventilation with outside air will reduce the risk of one becoming infected
to about 60% (B). A low individual risk of about 1% may be achieved for these children by additionally
wearing face masks (C).

In a classroom-type environment with sensitive subjects (i.e., with enhanced risk of severe
COVID-19 progression), high-volume HEPA filtration could be considered to reduce the individual
infection risk by a factor of 9 to 10, or more when combined with other mitigation measures. This would
work for classrooms in general, of course, but expensive filtration techniques should probably be
reserved for those who need it most. In the case of a superspreader among the pupils or teacher,
the risk is high, and 65% of the others could be infected. Even with active ventilation and mask wearing
it seems unavoidable that a few will be infected, but these measures can nevertheless decrease the
individual infection risk substantially (i.e., by a factor of 6 to 7 (Table 5)). High-quality masks (or even
better respirators) could keep the infection risk in check, but it may not be realistic to expect this in
schools. Note that we do not distinguish between pupils and the teacher, despite teachers doing much
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of the talking, which is associated with significant particle emission and could be accounted for by
refining the settings in the spreadsheet algorithm.

Table 5. COVID-19 infection risk in four example environments for five scenarios. The index subject is
assumed to be either super infectious (10× higher viral load) or a super emitter (10× higher aerosol
emission rate). Unit: percent per episode. The individual risk is that of a particular person being
infected, the group risk refers to that of at least one person in the group.

Environment
Scenario A

VR 0.35
hr−1

Scenario B
VR 2
hr−1

Scenario C
Masks, 70%
Efficiency

Scenario D
Masks, 95%
Efficiency

Scenario E
High-Vol VR 9

hr−1

1.1. Office
individual risk 88 53 20 3.7 19

1.2. Office
group risk 100 90 50 11 46

2.1. Classroom
individual risk (>10 years) 65 32 11 1.9 9.7

2.2. Classroom
group risk (>10 years) 100 100 94 37 91

3.1. Choir practice
individual risk 97 73 - - 30

3.2. Choir practice
group risk 100 100 - - 100

4.1. Reception
individual risk 36 15 4.7 0.8 4.2

4.2. Reception
group risk 100 100 99 55 99

4.3. Choir Practice

The infection risk for choir members is clearly enhanced, in spite of the twofold larger room
volume compared to the classroom with the same number of subjects present (Table 4, Figure 1). This is
due to the much higher rate of aerosol emission during singing compared to breathing, for which we
assume a breathing/vocalization ratio of 0.25 and a concentration of 6 cm−3 for the singing, and a mean
respiratory rate of 15 L/min during the event with a duration of three hours. This respiratory rate is
higher than trained singers but lower than untrained singers [74]. We can compare with an actual
COVID-19 infection event during a choir rehearsal in the state of Washington in the USA on 10 March
2020, for which conditions are well-documented [40]. Our algorithm reproduces the observed very
high infection rate (>80%) for a super infectious subject in the room and a breathing/vocalization ratio
of about 0.3, very close to the algorithm settings applied here. For the results presented in Figure 1 and
Table 4, we again assumed one highly infective index case in the choir, attaining an infection risk of
30% (scenario A). This can be reduced by more than a factor of two through active ventilation (B) and
nearly a factor of nine by high-volume HEPA filtering of the air (E). We do not consider face masks and
respirators for singing practice (C and D). In the event of a superspreader in the room, the infection risk
is very high, and even with active ventilation or high-volume HEPA filtering, it is 73% (B) or 30% (E),
respectively (Table 5, Figure 1).

4.4. Reception

For the reception guests we assumed slightly louder speaking than in the office and classroom,
leading to a particle concentration of 1.0 cm−3, a speaking/breathing ratio of 0.25 and a respiration rate
of 12 L/min. We obtained a lower individual infection risk than for the school class, because the room is
bigger, and the duration of exposure is shorter. However, in the reception room many more susceptible
subjects are present, which scales to the number that may be infected by one index case, being about
four in the absence of mitigation measures compared to about two in the classroom (scenario A).
The reception would become less risky with active ventilation and by wearing masks, and especially
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by highly efficient masks (C,D). By applying active ventilation with outside air, the individual risk is
reduced by a factor of 2.5 to 3, while high-volume HEPA filtering decreases it by a factor of ten (Table 4).
When the index case is a superspreader, the risk of a large number of infections is high under scenario
A without mitigation (36%), which could be reduced to 15% (B) or about 4% to 5% (E) with active
ventilation or high-volume HEPA filtering, respectively (Table 5). The risk that four or more guests
will become infected is significant under all scenarios, except when all wear high-efficiency masks.

4.5. Cluster Infections

Figure 1 illustrates that the individual infection risk from one index subject in the office, classroom
and during the reception decreases in this order by factors of about two, and that during choir practice
risks are relatively high. Note that the individual infection risk equals the fraction of the group that
is at risk, thus being increasingly significant with the number of subjects present. If one index case
impacts a large group of subjects there is a risk that COVID-19 clusters (>10 infections) develop,
which need to be contained swiftly, as can be expected from superspreading events. In the present
examples, the superspreading risk in the classroom would be associated with about 16 infection cases,
23 during choir practice and 36 at the reception. Hitherto, we have assumed that the reception guests
are not singing nor speaking loudly (i.e., a quiet and orderly reception without too many speeches),
which is unlikely to hold true when alcohol is consumed, and musical entertainment is offered with
dancing. This qualifies as a party, which appears to be relatively risky, and a cluster infection could
occur without a superspreader (Table 4, Figure 2). Many guests could become infected under scenario
A (28%). Since party guests may not be interested in wearing face masks, the high-volume HEPA
solution could be considered, which would reduce this number by a factor of nine (i.e., to well below
the size of a cluster (about 3 cases)). Such risk reduction is typical for high-volume HEPA filtering
(capacity should be adapted to the room size).

Figure 2. Individual risk of a particular person being infected (equivalent to the percentage of the
group being infected), comparing a party with a reception and a choir practice, for three scenarios.
Scenario A: passive ventilation, no masks. Scenario B: active ventilation with outside air, no masks.
Scenario E: High-volume filtration with HEPA.

5. Discussion

5.1. Uncertainties

There are significant uncertainties that may influence the results of our calculations, as outlined
in Section 3 where we presented the parameter constraints. Main uncertainties are related to the
infective dose and the viral load, which may particularly apply to the risk estimates of children.
Asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 subjects may carry the same viral load as symptomatic ones, but the
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available data do not allow firm conclusions. Nonetheless, it was found that less symptomatic patients
have a relatively higher viral load [32]. Buonanno and colleagues affirm that high emission rates can
be reached by asymptomatic, infectious SARS-CoV-2 subjects performing vocalization during light
activities, whereas a symptomatic subject in resting conditions typically has a one to two order of
magnitude lower emission rate [75]. In schools, teachers may speak forcefully, and young children can
be loud, which will enhance the spreading. In households, infections are higher from symptomatic
than asymptomatic subjects. Since symptomatic individuals are expected to stay at home and avoid
public places, the pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic and mild COVID-19 cases (the latter possibly
confused with a common cold) are likely to pose the largest infection risk in the indoor environments
considered here [76].

To account for uncertainties and variability among the population, we considered a range of
conditions, e.g., from young children with putatively lower viral loads up to superspreaders. This means,
for example, that for the classroom scenario A (without mitigation measures) the individual risk is
about 1–10% for young children and about 10–65% for older ones if a highly- to super infectious subject
would be present. With active ventilation and by wearing face masks (scenario C) these risks can
be significantly reduced to 0.1–1% and 1–11%, respectively. Uncertainties are also significant for the
reception and party environments, which take place under similar conditions, while the ranges are
strongly influenced by the levels of vocalization. Under scenario A with a highly- or super infectious
subject in the room, the individual infection risk may range from 4–36%, which can be brought down
to 0.5–5% in scenario C, respectively. Even though the estimated infection risks vary with basic
assumptions, associated with uncertainty, the predicted reductions from different mitigation measures
such as active ventilation with outside air, the ubiquitous wearing of face masks of intermediate
and high quality, and air filtering are robust. Of course, they can be optimized, e.g., through the
properties of masks and the rates of air exchange. Our sensitivity calculations for 95% efficient,
high-quality masks show that much can be gained by paying attention to the state of the masks and
how they are worn. It is evident that SARS-CoV-2 can be transmitted through the air by aerosol
particles, causing COVID-19 infections in the indoor environment. But uncertainties remain significant,
while additional scientific research will need time to quantify infection risks and pathways in greater
detail. However, by waiting for additional scientific results, valuable time will be lost that could be
used to control the pandemic [77].

5.2. Reducing Infection Risk

Obviously, poor ventilation increases the time period during which aerosols accumulate in the
room. Risks can be significantly reduced by regular ventilation with outside air and by the ubiquitous
wearing of face masks. As co-benefits, it will also decrease the risk of infection with influenza and
common colds and increase student performance [78]. Multiple studies have concluded that masks
help prevent or reduce virus transmission (Section 3.6). Surgical masks are relatively efficient in this
respect, but also home-made cloth masks can contribute, albeit with lower efficiency. Drewnick and
colleagues reported that avoiding leaks in masks is particularly important to have good overall
efficacy [67]. When masks with a sufficient number of layers of good material (especially fluffy textiles)
and with proper fit are used, there could be substantial inhalation protection. The masks reduce
SARS-CoV-2 emission of both droplets and aerosol particles. At emission, the particles are initially
wet (small droplets), likely remaining so under the mask. The filtration efficiency of larger droplets
increases with their velocity, e.g., during coughing and sneezing [67]. Since the face velocity and
the particle size from speaking may be larger than from breathing, enhanced filtration efficiency
is expected.

From SARS-CoV-2 measurements in hospitals it follows that room ventilation, open space and
sanitization can effectively limit aerosol concentrations [79]. Nevertheless, when there is a highly
infectious subject in the room, especially for a prolonged period, strict respiratory protection measures
are needed. In such environments, loose-fitting masks will not prevent infection, and one should
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consider respirators that are designed to protect the wearer, e.g., those with FFP2 and FFP3 quality.
Further, high-volume air purifying systems (with HEPA filters) can help remove aerosol particles with
SARS-CoV-2 from the indoor environment. To qualify as HEPA, at least 99.97% of aerosol particles
between 0.15 to 0.2 µm must be filtered, while both the smaller and larger particles are removed with
higher efficiency [80]. From experience with protective environment rooms in hospitals, it is known
that HEPA filtering systems remove nearly all aerosol particles, especially in the size range relevant for
exhaled aerosols that contain SARS-CoV-2 (around 1 µm). Hence, these systems are also recommended
for operating rooms to prevent infections [81].

The overall efficiency of HEPA filtering is determined by the volume that can be purified per
hour. This is mostly a flow-technical question and should involve characterization of air turbulence,
mixing and ventilation. It was estimated that an air filtering system with a capacity up to 1500 m3/hour
can effectively reduce the aerosol concentration throughout a room of 80 m2 in a short period of time,
although this calculation did not account for continuous emissions of particles [82]. It should be
cautioned that many commercial air purifiers may claim HEPA efficiency, but only the ones with ISO
certification can be expected to meet the standard. Moreover, the use of HEPA purifiers for SARS-CoV-2
requires knowledge about the exchange of filters, their functionality and the associated infection
control measures [80].

5.3. Infectiousness and Superspreading

Based on data from RT-PCR tests in Germany and Switzerland [10,11], as mentioned in Section 3,
encompassing around 8000 subjects who were confirmed as SARS-CoV-2 infected, it was found that
in the most infectious phase, probably around the onset of symptoms, patients carry a mean viral
load around 5 × 108 viral (RNA) copies mL−1. This occurred in about one out of five of the positive
tests, and we define this category as “highly infectious”. About one out of five-to-ten of the positive
RT-PCR tests indicated an order of magnitude higher viral load, i.e., around 5 × 109 mL−1, which we
categorize as “super infectious”. Further, the super infectious category additionally includes a group
of highly infectious subjects who are super aerosol-emitters, who produce an order of magnitude more
particles during breathing and vocalization, although we do not have information on their frequency
of occurrence. The presence of such index subjects in the room (superspreaders) is associated with
a very high infection risk from aerosol transmission. We find that both categories can significantly
contribute to COVID-19 risk though aerosols. It is possible that school children, especially under ten
years of age, are less frequently infected or less infectious. However, since school class environments
are much more common than the others considered here, the overall incidence of infection outbreaks
may nevertheless be high.

Superspreading events from a single index subject can cause COVID-19 clusters (>10 infections),
in classrooms. The risk of clusters from superspreaders is particularly high during choir practice
(e.g., most singers infected) and on receptions (e.g., a third of the guests infected). Even with an index
subject who is highly infectious (i.e., ten times less infectious than a superspreader), during party events
the risk of a COVID-19 cluster is significant (e.g., 25–30 of 100 guests infected). Generally, the risk
of clusters may be curbed by high-volume HEPA filtering. But since these techniques are in limited
supply and costly, active ventilation and the wearing of face masks may be preferred options, as they
achieve similar results at greatly reduced cost. The best, low-cost solution is the ubiquitous wearing
of high-quality masks, which is estimated to be about five times more effective. However, it seems
unplausible that such measures will be adopted by choir singers and party guests.

6. Conclusions

While there has been some doubt in the literature about the role of aerosols in the spreading
of COVID-19, our results substantiate that airborne transmission in the indoor environment is an
important factor. We reiterate that we present typical indoor environments as examples, and deviations
for individual locations and conditions that occur in practice are imminent. To assess the risk reduction
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from the wearing of face masks, we adopted two levels of filtering efficiency, though did not consider
the large range of available types. Clearly, improved quality masks, optimal fitting and hygienic
discipline will greatly increase the efficiency. Notwithstanding the uncertainties, we are confident
that the relative reductions predicted for different mitigation measures such as active ventilation with
outside air, the ubiquitous wearing of face masks of intermediate and high quality, and air filtering
are robust. Since we only address aerosol transmission in this study, it needs to be emphasized that
both surface-contact and droplet transmission pose additional infection risks. Our algorithm for
estimating the contribution by aerosols can be found in the Supplementary Material. It can easily
be adapted to other environments and scenarios, under the premise that the room size is not too
large (>100 m2), for which our rapid air mixing assumption would be violated. The algorithm can
also be used through a web-based, interactive tool [83]. Finally, we endorse the reasoning of Kai and
colleagues [70], who conclude that a, “mouth-and-nose lockdown is far more sustainable than a full
lockdown, from economic, social, and mental health standpoints”.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/17/21/8114/s1.
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